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‘Tri-Nationality’ as Major Challenge to
Cluster Development – Experiences from
the BioValley Initiative
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Abstract: The paper analyzes the organizational transformation of the biotechnology cluster initiative in central Eu-
rope. In the tri-national context of the BioValley (France, Germany, Switzerland), cross-border collaboration is the
key variable under scrutiny. Two distinct development stages are identified: The initial ‘tri-national’ phase charac-
terized by a centralized governance structure and the second, ‘regional’ stage characterized by decentralized gov-
ernance structures. In summary, neither organizational setups have managed to tackle the tri-national hetero-
geneity in a way that would fully unleash the potential of the region. Individual and territorial egoisms were at the
heart of this shortcoming. The article therefore concludes by suggesting that whatever executive form (centralized
or decentralized) the organization takes in the future, it must implement projects that are selected by an econom-
ically and territorially independent jury.
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The Cross-Border Network Challenge

When the tri-national BioValley Project was
launched in 1996, its founders were clearly in-
spired by the famous ‘Silicon Valley’ phenom-
enon. Their idea was straightforward and – at
least for Swiss standards – atypically ambi-
tious: The BioValley should become for the
emerging biotechnology sector what the Sili-
con Valley had become for the IT industry. In
many ways, this goal was even more ambitious
than that of its famous role model: Not only
should the future BioValley regionally ‘net-
work’ the public and private players but it
should do so across three national borders. The
initiators argued that only the constituent Ger-
man, French, and Swiss parts could muster the
critical mass necessary for a sustainable cluster
development. Its regional focus was thus ‘com-
plicated’; the project had to measure up to a
twofold challenge: 1) the regional, California-
style networking ambition 2) the cross-border
collaboration necessity.

This contribution will only investigate the
second BioValley characteristic, i.e. its insis-
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tence on cross-border collaboration. Focusing
on the organizational change within the Bio-
Valley, it will do so by redrafting the develop-
ment of the initiative, suggesting that there has
been a two-stage development. The first stage
can be characterized as ‘tri-national and cen-
tralized’.

First Stage: ‘Tri-National and
Centralized’

The founding event of the BioValley on
October 8th 1996 was strongly marked by the
new geographical awareness. Beat Löffler, lat-
er Secretary General of the BioValley, had lob-
bied intensively to assemble a poster depicting
the Upper Rhine valley mapping all the
biotech-related players in this ‘artificial’ tri-na-
tional region. The map was special in that it
overlooked national borders. The effect of the
visual artistry was, as Löffler recalls it, ‘like a
coup d’etat’. The participants of the meeting
were thrilled at the prospects of potential col-
laborations, but they had little notion of how to
organize such a network efficiently. Fritz Büh-
ler ended the initial debate by swiftly pro-
claiming the participants of the meeting to be
the constituent members of the tri-national Bio-
Valley. The newly forged BioValley members
agreed that the aim was to create horizontal net-
works with as little overhead as possible and
thus voted to have a Secretary General that
would centrally coordinate the activities. Fol-
lowing this organizational installment the proj-

ect was therefore not only ‘cross-border’but al-
so ‘centralized’. Both concepts were advertised
as ‘unique selling propositions’ and rightly be-
came the cornerstones of the BioValley project.
Firstly, the tri-nationality guaranteed half of
BioValley’s ultimate funding through the co-fi-
nanced European Interreg II & III grants – the
co-financers being the involved three regions in
France, Germany and Switzerland, respective-
ly. Secondly, the ‘centralized’ approach was
further strengthened by the first BioValley
Steering Committee that included a delegation
from each country, which itself each included
members from university, technology transfer,
economic development agency, and industry.
Within this vast governing body it soon became
clear that the marriage of the tri-national and
centralized approach proved to be less easy to
implement than anticipated. The founders had
underestimated the cultural differences among
the partners and the political involvement en-
gendered through the co-financing system.

Cultural Differences and Political
Involvement

In a memorable speech held at the 1999
BioValley annual conference, Philippe
Poindron, then member of the Steering Com-
mittee, told the audience of the ‘tough realities’
of such tri-national day-to-day work. He smil-
ingly reported that ‘the Swiss are mad that the
French are always late, the French are upset be-
cause the Germans refuse to speak French and
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the Germans complain that the Swiss only
think about money’. In his statement Poindron
humorously wrapped up a more general
‘malaise’ among the BioValley members. Its
tenor: the tediousness of cross-cultural cooper-
ation! More than once sessions of the Steering
Committee ended in dispute and shifting al-
liances and counter alliances were forged
among its members. Often the disputes sur-
rounded questions of workload and part of the
BioValley ‘fame’, but the questions of financial
involvement and the share of the benefits were
the recurring themes and undercurrent con-
cerns. Retrospectively, part of the problem was
the tri-national financial involvement men-
tioned before. Doubting the efficiency of the
Steering Committee, the regional co-financers
began to press for more influence. At that mo-
ment, private players criticized that the initia-
tive was being engulfed by politics. The co-fi-
nancers on their side argued that many private
players were behaving egoistically and that
they were exclusively promoting their own
agendas. Power battles ensued, heads rolled
and the winning political faction rang the bell
for a new era of BioValley development. In-
evitably, the stronger involvement of territori-
ally bound reasoning threatened the original
‘tri-national’ and ‘central’ approach. The Bio-
Valley therefore entered a second stage of
development which can be characterized as
‘regional and decentralized’.

Second Stage: ‘Regional and
Decentralized’

The most ostensible change in the organi-
zation of the BioValley was the strengthening
of the three national BioValley Associations.
While a central organization was founded to act
as a common roof, it had nowhere near the ex-
ecutive powers of the Steering Committee in
the past. Thus the new organizational setup was
strongly decentralized. The overall picture was
one of a ‘retreat to the national spheres’, a de-
velopment that many participants considered to
be ‘pragmatic’and ‘in line’with the political re-
alities of the financing model. It is largely un-
contested that the economic development
agencies have been instrumental in this overall
decentralization of the project.

The lack of a powerful central structure has
not, however, disrupted key pillars of BioVal-
ley activity. The external marketing via the
webpage and the BioValley Journal resumed
with the arrival of the Interreg III funds and the
respective national BioValley associations con-
tinued their local networking activities, most
notably with their ‘Stammtische’ i.e. informal
gatherings of BioValley members. On this lev-
el, networking persisted and even the tri-na-
tional Stammtische were still held regularly.
On the other hand, a recent study carried out in
the French part of the BioValley shows that the
French public sector researchers never engage
in collaboration with Swiss or German re-

search labs or indeed with Swiss or German
companies. Collaboration is uniquely reserved
to the French side. This points to the fact that
despite the existence of the ‘Stammtische’,
cross-border collaboration is still underdevel-
oped and that perhaps the networking activities
of the ‘regional and decentralized’ phase have
done little to strengthen such ties – to be fair, it
has to be added that even the tri-national phase
has evidently not broken much ground in this
respect. Be it as it were, the impression of rela-
tively underdeveloped cross-border relations
correlates with the fact that the economic de-
velopment agencies have difficulties overcom-
ing their territorial stance. Bound by their man-
date, they simply cannot commit for ventures
beyond their administrative space and overall
still see little incentive to engage in large-scale
cross-border cooperation. If one still assumes
that the cross-border collaboration indeed cat-
alyzes the cluster, then one should allow the
question whether the BioValley should not
again ‘tri-nationalize’, thus turning back to its
initial ambition of cross-border activity. One
should ask, in other words, whether the region-
al egoisms that have characterized the second-
stage development should not be superseded by
a third-stage development, which takes the fi-
nancing realities into account, but does so with-
out scarifying tri-national potential. The task is,
therefore, to outline a roadmap for a future
third-stage BioValley development.

Future Third Stage: Tri-Nationalization
and Charter of Conduct or Disintegra-
tion

The key paradox of a prospective third-
stage BioValley lies in the inherent contradic-
tion of the co-financers and the original ideal of
tri-national, cross-border collaboration. In fact,
the basic collaboration- and redistribution
question has not changed since the initial days:
Who will receive what benefit from the collec-
tively invested work and money? In so far as the
economic development agencies will now be
the key players in the future, they will either
need to agree on a ‘charter of conduct’, i.e. a
consensus paper defining the rules of fair com-
petition between the engaged parties, or to
abandon the tri-national perspective altogether.
Such a ‘charter of conduct’ is as primordial as
a ‘common ground of trust’ that makes it pos-
sible for the agencies to engage in projects that
go beyond their territorial realm. In practice,
such an agreement-based collaboration needs
to be translated in an organizational form on
two distinct levels: the management level and
the project approval level:

On the management level a ‘charter-based
collaboration’can translate into a various orga-
nizational forms. Thus it is conceivable to re-
vert to a centralized executive-style manage-
ment, which is only indirectly controlled by the
co-financers. Or, such collaboration could also
translate into a more decentralized form, i.e. by

strengthening the current structures of the na-
tional associations. The advantage of the for-
mer setup is its partial ‘decoupling’ of the im-
mediate national context; the advantage of the
latter is its proximity to the ‘field’. The history
of the BioValley initiative has shown that both
variants have existed in the past and both ap-
proaches have their advantages and their draw-
backs. However, regardless which managerial
form the future BioValley takes, the even more
important consequence of a ‘charter of con-
duct’ concerns the project approval level. 

On the project approval level the ‘charter of
conduct’ would dictate that funds do not have
to be allocated proportionally to the partici-
pants’ contributions. Instead, funds should be
allocated to priority projects. In other words,
funds would be allocated on the basis of prior-
ity and NOT parity as has been the case in the
‘regional’-stage of the BioValley development.
Secondly, the charter should insist that projects
be selected by an independent jury without di-
rect business or territorial interests. In other
words, project selection should be based on
quality and NOT proximity of the players as it
has been the case in the ‘tri-national’ stage of
development. It is the author’s belief that both
targets can only be achieved by a regionally and
economically independent project jury. It fol-
lows that such a jury would need to be institu-
tionally integrated into the new organizational
structure of the BioValley. Admittedly these
two prescriptions – project selection based on
priority NOT parity and project selection based
on quality NOT proximity will be hard to ac-
cept in the current mindset. However, the un-
certain future of the initiative leaves little room
for timid reform. It is a time of important deci-
sions.

Important Decisions to Overcome Past
Egoisms

So far the development of the BioValley
has shown a shift from a ‘tri-national’and ‘cen-
tralized’start-up phase to a more pragmatic ‘re-
gional’ and ‘decentralized’ phase. The difficul-
ties of cross-border collaboration have become
more than obvious and have revealed that what
was thought to be a ‘unique selling proposition’
has turned out to be a major organizational
handicap. Essentially, the BioValley has fallen
victim to private, economic egoisms in its first
development stage and it has fallen victim to
political, territorial egoisms in its second de-
velopment stage. Today, without much room
for maneuver, the BioValley has to learn from
its past and it has to be bold enough to imple-
ment institutional changes that might not coin-
cide with the current habits. As a life-science
cluster, the BioValley is about to swallow a
bitter, yet much needed medicine that will
hopefully lead the way to a successful third
stage development.
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